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NFTs Case Studies

Mantial
https://mantial.com/



Rather Labs started the project

Industry

NFTs


from scratch, and the first version



Services

Frontend Development, Backend
Development, Smart Contracts Development,

of the MVP was ready to process
sales within two weeks. 


NFTs Development, UX/UI Design, 2nd Layer
Integration (ImmutableX)

Mantial is the first no-code NFT launchpad. The platform enables

The platform allows users to instantly create and deploy their NFTs,

artists and brands to easily create and manage their own NFT

choose how to mint, and then showcase the collection on OpenSea

collections by providing them with the tools they need to launch within

and other major marketplaces. Once the drop is live, the tool provides

minutes. 


creators with a personal dashboard to track sales and conversion




rates, do pre-sales, and actively manage their collections.



From art and metadata generation to smart contract deployment and
minting, Mantial is the technical solution that makes NFT drops fast

The platform uses ImmutableX, an Ethereum sidechain (second layer

and easy. 



solution), to allow for cheaper and faster transactions. 


Kollect.me
https://kollect.me/
Industry NFTs



Services Backend Development, Frontend
Development, NFTs Development
Kollect.me is the first NFT marketplace and Web3 game to run on the
Nervos Blockchain. The platform set out to simplify the process of
minting, buying, and selling NFTs by providing users with an experience
that is identical to that of a typical e-commerce site:
1) Create a wallet with your email and password 

2) Select the NFT you want 

3) Purchase the NFTs using Nervos' native cryptocurrency
($CKB) or credit card, where available

The Nervos blockchain has allowed users to create, send or receive
NFTs with barely any fees. Doing so has lifted one of the most
significant barriers to entry for creators and buyers who have to pay
high fees to access NFTs on Ethereum.

Kollect.me started as a
secondary marketplace and
became an essential
infrastructure for the thriving
Nervos community.

NFT #222

Following the release of the NRC-721 token standard, Rather Labs
partnered with the Kollect team to create a 2.0 version of the platform
that delivers a gamified experience.



On the Kollect.me platform, users can now build their collection by
shopping for specific NFTs on the marketplace or purchasing five packs.
NFTs have different rarity levels, so only a limited number of players can
complete a collection. Winners are rewarded with unique perks within the
marketplace.



The platform also allows artists to launch and sell their own NFT
collections. It features a "lazy minting" option, by which the creator only
pays for the minting of the first copy, with additional copies paid by the
collector. This feature makes NFT creation sustainable and cost-effective
for the artist. 



Since its launch, Kollect.me has managed to grow a dedicated community
of artists and collectors. A collaboration with The Drafting Network, with
NFTs featuring celebrity NFL players, will be launched shortly.


NasDas Squad
https://nasdas-webapp.vercel.app/
Industry
Services

NFTs



Frontend Development, Web3 Integration,
NFTs Developments

NasDas Squad is a collection of NFTs created in partnership with
NasDas, France's No.1 Snapchat influencer, with 1.2M followers. 



The RL team worked on the design of the images, the connection to the
Ethereum blockchain, and the development of the project's web app. 



Thanks to NasDas, RL developed a series of tools that enable clients

to create, launch and commercialize an NFT collection in as little as
two days.

Thanks to NasDas, RL developed
a series of tools that enable
clients to create, launch and
commercialize an NFT collection
in as little as two days.

This NFT-launching platform consists of three main tools: 

NFT generator: The client provides the layers for the NFT art,
and the platform produces thousands of possible combinations
with different rarity levels. The tool was built in Node.js.
Smart contracts: RL developed a set of smart contracts that
connect the NFTs to an EVM-compatible blockchain and assign
a name, a price, and metadata.
Web app: a platform for buyers to purchase and mint their NFTs.
The color palette, the sample images, and other details can be
customized according to the client's needs.
NFTs are fully compatible with Rarity and OpenSea platforms.

Vanimals
https://www.arable.finance/
Industry
Services

NFTs



Game Development, Frontend Development,
Backend Development, Smart Contracts
Development, NFTs Development, UX/UI
Design

For Vanimals, the team at Rather Labs created an NFT marketplace
and a collection of NFT pets modeled after real-life animals. The
platform runs on the Nervos blockchain and uses the NRC-721
standard, also authored by Rather Labs. 



Vanimals uses augmented reality technology to provide an interactive
experience for the users, who can visualize their pets in 3D on their
phones. Both the owner and the Vanimal's genetic heritage are publicly
available. 



The rarity of each of the six Vanimals on the initial roster symbolically
matches the animal's conservation status in the physical world. So, for
example, the chimpanzee is "uncommon" in the game and
"endangered" in the real world, while the Sumatran Elephant is

"ultra-rare" within the Vanimals platform and "critically endangered"

in real life.


Initially, buyers (or "conservationists") purchase an egg that will
eventually hatch and spawn a random Vanimal from the six on the
roster. Vanimals can be collected, bred, and reproduced by interacting
with partners. 





Rarity increases as the Vanimal's colors and patterns growingly
resemble those of the real-life species. Besides breeding new
specimens, Vanimals can also be bought and sold on the platform. 


ViralCure (WORK IN PROGRESS)
https://viralcure.org/
Industry
Services

NFTs, Science, DeFi



Frontend Development,

SC Development, Backend,

NFTs Development, Backend

ViralCure.org is a DeSci Alt-funding Aggregator, developing new
ways to boost scientific funding, research and dissemination
through blockchain technologies. Freeing Science through
Democratized Funding.


SoundIt

(WORK IN PROGRESS)

soundit.com
Industry

Music, NFTs



Services

SC development, backend,

NFTs Development

SoundIt is an audio-first social decentralized platform (dPlat)
focused in disrupting the status-quo audio value chain.

Slim Jim Metaverse

Experience (WORK IN PROGRESS)
Industry NFTs, Science, DeFi



Services SC development, Backend, NFTs
Development, 2nd Layer Integration

0xMen (WORK IN PROGRESS)

Industry Gaming, NFTs, GameFi


Services Game Development, SC Development,
Frontend Development, Backend
Development, UX/UI Design

A Play-to-Earn game based off the famous
game street-fighter in which users are
required to be NFT holders of the 0xMen
collection and play daily quests along with
PvP battles to earn $FIGHT and upgrade
their NFTs.

CryptoKnights (WORK IN PROGRESS)
https://ritestream.io/crypto-knights
Industry Multimedia, NFTs



Services SC Development, Backend, NFTs
Development
CryptoKnights is a collection of NFTs that will be launched to
finance the production of a TV Show similar to SharkTank where
users will purchase NFTs of the collection, financing the production
of the show. Some CryptoKnights backers will be eligible for
staking their NFTs for rewards, decision power and more!

DeFi Case Studies

Membrane
https://membranelabs.com
Industry
Services

DeFi



Backend Development, Frontend
Development, Smart Contracts Development,
Finance Research

Membrane is an OTC protocol that allows for multi-chain trading,
lending, netting, and clearing of crypto assets. 


Rather Labs partnered with Membrane Labs to develop and scale the
platform, which ultimately aims to facilitate financial institutions'
access to DeFi.


The Membrane protocol allows customers to execute trades via
supported exchanges and checks that both parties have enough credit
for the transaction to clear. Membrane then nets trading activity
between the two parties, significantly reducing fees compared to
regular OTC transactions.


Membrane is an OTC protocol
that allows for multi-chain
trading, lending, netting, and
clearing of crypto assets.

Membrane enables cross-custodian clearing, allowing its clients to
make transactions regardless of custodian or exchange. It also
provides fast and efficient netting and settlement services in Bitcoin,
Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin, and US Dollars, among other fiat and
cryptocurrencies.



Another advantage of Membrane is that it helps mitigate counterparty
risk by ensuring both parties settled on the blockchain simultaneously,
using patented technology.


Hatom
https://beta.hatom.com/
Industry DeFi



Services Backend Development, Web3 Integration,
Smart Contracts Development, DeFi
Research, Rust Development
Hatom is the first decentralized lending & borrowing protocol that runs
on the Elrond network. On Hatom, lenders deposit their crypto assets and
provide liquidity to the market, while borrowers can take collateralized
loans.



The process is relatively simple. In exchange for their initial deposit,
investors receive htokens - which can be considered receipt tokens.
These tokens can then be supplied to a pool to inject liquidity and earn
interest. 



The interest that htoken suppliers earn evolves according to market
conditions and interest rates paid by borrowers. Lenders can withdraw
the deposited assets at any time as long as sufficient liquidity is available
in the pool. 


On the other hand, borrowers take tokens out of a pool while depositing
an asset in a different pool to be used as collateral. By borrowing,
investors get liquidity without having to sell their assets. Loans (plus the
interest accrued) are paid using the same borrowed token.

Rather Labs partnered with
Hatom's founders to provide a
full-stack solution and a
sustainable team for support

and future updates.
Although well thought out, the Elrond blockchain still shows
immaturity in essential parts of its code. As early adopters of
Elrond, the project presented Rather Labs with significant
challenges, including scarce documentation and limited public
knowledge in forums.
Hatom Docs

Arable Finance
https://www.arable.finance/
Industry
Services

DeFi



Frontend Develpment, Web3 Integration

Arable Finance is a DeFi platform that makes multi-chain yield farming
accessible and convenient. In Arable, multi-chain farming is performed
on a single app that runs on a single chain, thus removing common
obstacles to yield farming such as bridging, slippage, and
unpredictable DEX fees. 



DeFi investors looking for the highest yields must be active on multiple
farms and chains. This is often expensive and involves many steps to
bridge assets across blockchains.



In Arable, bridging is unnecessary, slippage is non-existent, and DEX
fees are considerably lower than in cross-chain farming.



How does Arable achieve this? The platform uses "synths," synthetic
cryptocurrency derivatives that track the price of a native-chain
equivalent. By purchasing the synthetic version of ETH (called arETH),
traders have access to faster transactions and pay lower gas fees
than they would on the Ethereum network. 


Rather Labs worked on the
development of the platform's
frontend as well as the Web3
integration. Arable runs on the
Avalanche blockchain.

Like synths, Synthetic Farms track their native-chain counterparts and
pay the same rewards. Farmers can then exchange reward tokens for
any other synth on the Arable platform or for arUSD, which is pegged
to the US Dollar and can be traded for native-chain cryptocurrencies
at any third-party exchange.



Synthetic farming has many advantages over organic farming,
including allowing traders to manage all their assets in one place and
enabling multi-chain yields on one platform - thus removing slippage
and bridging fees. 


Rather Labs Vaults
https://vaults.ratherlabs.com

Industry

DeFi




Services

Backend Development, Frontend
Development, Smart Contract Developments,
DeFi Research

The platform aims to provide private and institutional investors with


A set of smart contracts holds custody over assets and allows Vaults

a curated roster of high-yield, market-neutral crypto investment

to manage them automatically on behalf of liquidity owners, therefore

strategies. 


establishing a trustless asset management system. 








The Vaults project set out to solve some of the most significant

Vaults could eventually be sold to hedge funds and financial

challenges setting back DeFi investors, including the complexity of

institutions as a white label product to be integrated into their

handling large volumes of information across different blockchains and

platforms. 


the high volatility of crypto assets, which require constant attention. 



The platform, which functions as a decentralized asset management
system, is blockchain agnostic and indexes data points from multiple
DeFi protocols. It finds cross-chain, high-return investment
opportunities for its clients and generates a roster of strategies for
investors to choose from, according to their risk profile. 


AllHours
Rather Labs partnered with
https://allhoursgallery.webflow.io/
Industry
Services

DeFi


AllHours to provide a fullfeatured solution and a long-




term, sustainable engineering

Frontend Development, Backend

team.

Development, Smart Contracts Development,
NFTs Development, 2nd Layer Integration

AllHours is a San Francisco-based experimental e-commerce platform

AllHours will officially launch its e-commerce site shortly. The


for high-demand apparel, toys, and furniture. AllHours is "shopping on

NFT platform runs on the Ethereum blockchain.

the blockchain": items are wrapped in NFTs that buyers can either
redeem immediately, resell or keep. 



But it is not only goods on sale on the platform but also exclusive
services and events, such as a Chip Chrome intimate live performance
in Los Angeles or VIP access to a specific store on the Voxels
metaverse. Like physical goods, services and events are contained
within NFTs and can be redeemed or kept and resold. 


Gaming Case Studies

Celebrity SmackDown
https://celebritysmackdown.gg/
Industry
Services

NFTs and Games



Game Development, Frontend Development,
Backend Development, Smart Contracts
Development, NFTs Development, Art Design,
UX/UI Design

Celebrity Smackdown (CSD) is the first web3 game on the Nervos
Blockchain. Inspired by the MTV show "Celebrity Deathmatch," this
strategic NFT card game puts celebrities in a battle to cancel each
other. 



To develop CSD, the RL team used Cocos3D, an open-source
framework to create cross-platform 3D games. The game, which
showcased the capabilities of the NRC-721 standard (also authored by
Rather Labs), connects with the Metamask and Unipass wallets. 



Conceived as a parody of the absurdities of fame and cancel culture,
CSD divides 20 celebrities into five rosters: politicians, musicians,
actors, athletes, and influencers. On the cards, you will find "Darak
Ovama," "Lua Dipa," and "Jebron Lames," among others. Like in
Pokemon cards, each celebrity owns a set of skills that will determine
the outcome of battles. 


Celebrity SmackDown sold 50K
USD in its pre-sale and was later
open-sourced with no further
financial interest.

Perhaps the most innovative feature in CSD is that each NFT's
metadata is linked to the Twitter feed of the real celebrity, thus
attaching external data to the token. The number of followers or likes
the celebrity's Twitter feed receives affects the NFT's capabilities,
increasing or decreasing its power in real-time. 


CSD was also ground-breaking in that it was the first game to run on
the Nervos blockchain. The team at RL handled every aspect of the
project: game development, frontend and backend development,
smart contracts, and UI/UX.

Terrae
Terrae Docs


https://terrae.finance/
Industry

Terrae onepager
Terrae dApp

DeFi and Games




Services

Terrae in Opensea

GameFi Development, Frontend
Development, Backend Development, Smart
Contracts Development, NFTs Development,
UX/UI Design, Art Design, Token economics,
and Token Dynamics

Terrae is a medieval metaverse that combines a DeFi protocol and a

With Terrae, Rather Labs provided an intelligent solution to the liquidity

gaming platform. The Terrae metaverse runs on the Polygon

leakage problem typical of DeFI platforms by providing actual uses to

blockchain, a network similar to Ethereum that enables quick and

governance tokens. In the metaverse, $DENI holders are not just voters

inexpensive transactions.


but have incentives to participate in, produce and deploy within the




protocol.

In Terrae, transactions in the decentralized exchange (DEX) are
rewarded in Denaris ($DENI), the governance token and the
metaverse's main currency. DENI can then be used within the gaming
platform to buy plots of land, build cities or even put armies together all essential to progress in the game.


What is innovative about Terrae is that the DEX and the game are
mutually beneficial. While trading, swapping, and yield-farming
transactions result in token rewards that allow players to make
purchases within the game, a portion of DEX trading commissions
contributes to the game's prize pool, which rewards winners.




Blockchain

NRC-721
NRC-721 is being quickly adopted
https://github.com/rather-labs/nrc-721

Industry

Services

by the Nervos community and by
applications in the blockchain,

NFTs


including the Kollect.me NFT




marketplace, the official Nervos

NFTs Development, Blockchain Research

explorer, and several games,
including Celebrity SmackDown
and Vanimals.

Rather Labs partnered with Nervos, a 3rd generation blockchain, to
implement a standard for creating and deploying non-fungible tokens
(NFT). The main goal of the NRC-721 standard was to make it easier for
developers in the community to use NFTs in their applications, thus
speeding up new developments. 


Considering that Nervos' unique architecture makes the onboarding

Medium articles published during development:

barrier relatively high, Rather Labs created a public GitHub repository
for NRC-721 and a Telegram group in which new developers can post

NRC721 — NFTs on Nervos Blockchain


questions and get expert help from the team. Several Medium articles
were also published with this goal in mind. 


Inspired by Ethereum's ERC-721, the NRC-721 token standard is a
library of modular and reusable contracts for the blockchain.


NRC-721 simplifies communication between applications running on
Nervos. It also streamlines communication with applications on the
Ethereum blockchain, given the similarities between the two standards.



NRC721— Deploy your NFTs in minutes
Nervos: Running your own Testnet Node
Nervos transactions with CKB-SDK

Low Carbon Footprint

Carbon-backed Token Emission in
Central Bank of Lithuania Blockchain
Sandbox for Earthbanc
https://earthbanc.io/earthbanc
Industry
Services

Green Finance, DeFi



Frontend Development, Blockchain
Development, Backend Development

With the technology support of the European Space Agency and
the financial advisory support of the Central Bank of Lithuania,
we’ve been able to develop a proof-of-concept of a carbon
backed token in a blockchain sandbox hosted by the Central
Bank of Lithuania.

Carbon

Platform

Regenerative
Finance

Continuous
Auditing & Rating

Carbon Neutral Checkout

in Shopify for Earthbanc
https://apps.shopify.com/earthbanc-1
Industry
Services

Green Finance, DeFi



Frontend Development, Blockchain
Development, Backend Development

Earth Cart is an easy way to offer your customers the choice

to become climate-positive shoppers with just one click.

Contributions starting at $1-$2 USD at the checkout, plants and
protects one or two trees, and offsets more than the emissions
from their purchases and shipping.

Thank you

